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Abstract
Graph grammars are a suitable formalism for the specication of systems In partic
ular systems that involve a large amount of parallelism can be very well modeled as
graph grammars Relationships among graph grammars describe structural compat
ibilities at a syntactical level These relationships can be used to model composition
of graph grammars as the parallel composition The aim of this paper is to show
that these syntactical relationships and constructions are compatible with seman
tical models of graph grammars We will consider a sequential and a concurrent
models for the semantics of graph grammars
 Introduction
The graph grammars have originated from Chomsky grammars by substitut
ing the replacement of strings by the replacement of graphs In particular the
algebraic approach to graph grammars  was based on seing a graph as an
algebra and gluing graphs 	for the replacement construction
 using algebraic
	categorical
 constructions As graphs can describe complex situations in an
intuitive way very soon it was noticed that graph grammars are wellsuited
for the specication of systems following the idea that each graph represents a
state of a system and each rule application describes a state change Moreover
parallelism arises naturally if we allow many rules to be applied at the same
time But to reach consistent results not every set of rules may be applied at
the same time to the graph representing the state A great part of the the
ory of algebraic graph grammars deals with nding conditions under which the
concurrent application of a set of rules leads to the same results as correspond
ing sequential applications of the same rules 	see  for an overview
 Until a
few years ago most of the theory developed for graph grammars was based on

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analysis of one graph grammar 	and not on relationships between graph gram
mars
 Then many kinds of syntactical relationships between graph grammars
were dened  but the presence of a initial state in a graph grammar
turned out to be a problem to obtain nice theoretical results about syntac
tical ways of composing grammars In  a relationship between grammars
that allows for the denition of a parallel composition of grammars was pre
sented This parallel composition construction have been used in a case study
to specify a telephone system 
There are many ways to dene the semantics of a graph grammar The
choice of which is the more appropriate in each case depends on the system
thatis being specied and on which kind of properties shall be proven Clas
sically the semantics of a graph grammar is either a class of graphs that can
be derived using the rules of the grammar 	language semantics
 or a class
of sequences of derivation steps 	sequential semantics
 The latter is usually
more appropriate is we see a grammar as a specication of an evolving system
because we may also reason about how the system evolved not only about the
reachable states But if we are interested in graph grammars as a specication
formalism for concurrent systems we may think that a sequential semantics
is not adequate In thelast years concurrency models for graph grammars
have been developed  Here we will consider the unfolding
semantics  and the concurrent semantics  of graph grammars
The presence of syntactical relationships between graph grammars im
mediatelly raises the question whether they induce semantical relationships
between the corresponding semantics The same holds for composition con
structions Are they compatible with semantics That is is the semantics of
the composition the same as the composition of the semantics of the compo
nents Some answers to these questions were given in  In this paper we
will present some of these results
The structure of the paper is as follows Sect  gives an introduction to
graph grammars and present a denition of relationships and parallel com
position of graph grammars Sect  is concerned with the semantics of graph
grammars and Sect  shows some compatibilities between syntax and seman
tics of graph grammars Sect  summarizes the results
 Graph Grammars
Graph grammars generalize Chomsky grammars from strings to graphs Un
like Chomsky rules a graph rule r  L  R does not only consist of graphs
L 	left hand side
 and R 	right hand side
 but has also an additional part
a partial graph 	homo
morphism r mapping edges and vertices in L to edges
and vertices in R respectively in a compatible way Compatibility here means
that whenever an edge e
L
is mapped to an edge e
R
then the source 	target

vertex of e
L
must be mapped to the source 	target
 vertex of e
R


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The view we will have on graph grammars from now on is that a graph
grammar species a system in terms of statesmodelled by graphs

and state
changesmodelled by derivations The following operational interpretation of
a rule r  L R provides the basis for this specication approach

Items in L which do not have an image in R are deleted

Items in L which are mapped to R are preserved

Items in R which do not have a preimage in L are created
For specifying practical applications there is usually a large number of
vertices and edges in the graphs used to model the system To make them
easier to understand a way to distinguish dierent kinds of verticesedges is
helpful A typing mechanism can be used to make this distinction for exam
ple by using labeled graphs or graphs having dierent sets of verticesedges
Here we will use a graph called type graph to specify the types of elements
of the system each vertex of the type graph represents one distinct type of
vertex and each edge of the type graph represents one distinct type of edge
Each actual graph of the system must then have an interpretation in terms of
this type graph and this interpretation must be compatible with sources and
targets of edges Practically this has the advantage that some inconsistent
states of a system are ruled out by the typing 	in
compatibility Theoreti
cally the use of type graphs brings the advantage that instances and types
are represented in a uniform way Formally the concept of type graph was
introduced in 
Example  Graph Grammar Figure  shows a graph grammar with type
graph T 	where the three dots indicate an innite number of looping edges on
the white vertex
 the initial state 	graph
 Ini and  rules moveP  moveG
eat and kill Note that the initial graph and all graphs involved in the rules
of this grammar can only consist of instances of items of the type T  These
instances are indicated by using the same pictures as in the type graph 	where
some confusion is possible we use indices

Rules are used in order to model the basic operations in the PacMan game
moving eating killing and changing phases The rule moveP describes that
PacMan is moving one eld moveP can be applied to a graph IN if PacMan
is on a eld which has a neighbour As the eect of the application of this
rule PacMan moves to a new position while everything else is left unchanged
In all the rules presented here vertices are always preserved only edges are
deleted and created except for the rule kill that deletes the PacMan The
rule to move the ghosts 	moveG
 follows the same scheme The rule eat can
be applied when PacMan and an apple are on the same eld The result is
that the apple is eaten 	ie disconnected from the board and connected with
the white vertex
 Analogously the kill rule models that PacMan is killed by
a ghost

or graphlike structures

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moveP
eat
kill
moveG
#2
Ini
#1
#2
T
Fig  Grammar PMGame
Note that in order to model the dierent phases of the game making it
more and more dicult additional rules phase phase phase    should be
inserted The rule phase  L R switches to phase  L consists of the
board  ghosts  apples and an instance of the edge  of the type graph
connected to the white vertex The fact that all apples available in phase 
are connected to the white vertex indicates that the PacMan succeeded R
contains a bigger board  apples  ghosts the PacMan and the white vertex
with an edge  Because of lack of space we will not present these rules in
this paper
In Sects   and  we will give the formal denitions of typedgraphs
rules and graph grammars respectively Sect  also has the denition of
relationships between graph grammars given by graph grammar morphisms
Sect  gives the denition of the parallel composition of graph grammars
 TypedGraphs
We will follow the algebraic SinglePushOut 	SPO
 approach to graph gram
mars  This approach is based on a category of graphs and partial graph
morphisms Originally the SPO approach was formulated using a category of
graphs seen as algebras wrt 	special
 algebraic specications and partial
morphisms described by a total morphism from a subgraph of the source
graph Here we will rather see graphs as tuples consisting of two sets 	vertices
and edges
 and two total functions 	source and target of edges
 Relationships
between graphs will be expressed by a pair of partial functions mapping ver
tices and edges that are weakly commuting with source and target functions
	in  it was shown that using a pair of weakly commuting functions yields
the same category as the original denition of category of graphs and partial
morphisms in 

Denition  Weak Commutativity For a partial function f  A 
B with domain dom	f
 let f
H
 A  dom	f
 and f   dom	f
  B denote

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the corresponding domain inclusion and the domain restriction 	f
H
 f 
 is
called the span of f  Given functions as shown below where a and b are
total we write f

 a  b  f and say that the diagram commutes weakly i	
f

 a  f
H
 b  f 
A
dom	f

B
A

B


a


b

f





f
H
oo

f 


A B
A

B

f


a


b

f



Remarks  If f and f

are total weak commutativity coincides with com
mutativity Note that 		f
H



 f 
 is a factorization of f 
The compatibility condition dened above means that everything that is
preserved 	mapped
 by the morphism must be compatible The term weak
is used because the compatibility is just required on preserved items not on
all items
Denition  Graph	 Graph Morphism A graph G  	V
G
 E
G
 source
G

target
G

 consists of a set of vertices V
G
 a set of edges E
G
 and total func
tions source
G
and target
G
 E
G
 V
G
 called source and target operations
respectively x  G denotes an item x  V
G
 E
G

A 	partial
 graph morphism g  G  H from a graph G to a graph H
is a tuple g  	g
V
 g
E

 consisting of two partial functions g
V
 V
G
 V
H
and g
E
 E
G
 E
H
which are weakly homomorphic ie the diagrams below
commute weakly
E
G
E
H
V
G
V
H
g
E


source
G


source
H

g
V


E
G
E
H
V
G
V
H
g
E


target
G


target
H

g
V


A morphism g is called total injective surjective inclusion or empty if both
components are total injective surjective inclusions or empty functions re
spectively
The category of graphs and partial graph morphisms is denoted by GraphP
identities and composition are de
ned componentwise The subcategory of
GraphP consisting of all graphs and total graph morphisms is denoted by Graph
Remarks 
 Like partial functions each partial graph morphism f has a
span representation 	f
H
 f 
 where the components are componentwise domain
inclusions and restrictions Moreover 		f
H



 f 
 is a factorization of f see

For the welldenedness of the categories Graph and GraphP and the proof
of the following theorem we refer to 
Theorem  The categories Graph and GraphP have limits and colimits and
the inclusion functor I  Graph GraphP preserves colimits and pullbacks 
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Now we can dene the concept of a type graph that is the kind of graph
we will use in the denition of a graph grammar
Denition  Typed Graph A typed graph G
T
is a tuple G
T
 	G t
G
 T 

where G and T are graphs and t
G
 G T is a total graph morphism A typed
graph morphism g
t
 G
T
 H
T
between typed graphs G
T
and H
T
is a pair
of graph morphisms g
t
 	g t
 with g  G  H and t  T  T st the
diagram below commutes weakly in GraphP ie t  t
G
 g
H
 t
H
 g
G H
T T
g


t
G


t
H

t


A typed graph morphism is called an injectivesurjectivetotal if both com
ponents are injectivesurjectivetotal A typed graph automorphism is an iso
morphism f
t
 G
T
 G
T
that is di	erent from the identity on G
T

The category of typed graphs and typed graph morphisms is denoted by
TGraphP If we 
x one type graph T  a subcategory of TGraphP denoted
by TGraphP	T
 is obtained having as objects all typed graphs over T and
as morphisms all morphisms of TGraphP in which the type component is the
identity The restriction of the categories above to total morphisms are denoted
by TGraph and TGraph	T
 resp 
Notation We will usually denote a morphism f
id
T
 	f id
T

 in TGraphP by
f
T

The proof of the following theorem can be found in  together with the
construction of the colimits in the categories TGraph and TGraphP
Theorem  The categories TGraph and TGraphP have colimits and the in
clusion functor I  TGraph TGraphP preserves colimits and pullbacks 
 Rules
A rule shall model a change of state allowed in one graph grammar Therefore
the type used in one rule shall not change 	the type of the grammar shall
remain the same with the application of the rule

Denition  Rule Let T be a graph Then a rule wrt T is a morphism
r
T
 L
T
 R
T
in TGraphP	T
 i	 r
T
is injective and is not an isomorphism
The class of all rules wrt one type graph is denoted by Rules	T 
 The set
of isomorphism classes of rules wrt a type graph T is denoted by IRules	T 

The notion of subrule will be used later to dene general graph grammar
morphisms The safety consition of subrules is necessary for the well dened
ness of the parallel composition
Denition  Subrule Let r  L  R and r  L  R be rules
over type T  Then r is a subrule of r denoted by r 
r
r i	 there are total

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and injective morphisms i
L
 L  L and i
R
 R  R st the diagram
below is a pushout in TGraphP	T
 and the safety condition below is satis
ed
by i
L
and i
R

L R
L R
r



i
L



i
R

r

PO
Safety Condition A total and injective morphism i
L
 L  L satis
es the
safety condition i	 for all element e  L  if t
L
	e
  rng	t
L

 then there
exists p  L such that i
L
	p
  e
Two rules r and r are isomorphic denoted by r


r if r 
r
r
and i
L
and i
R
are isomorphisms The pair 	id
L
 id
R

 is called the ruleidentity
Let r 
r
r using isomorphisms i
L
and i
R
 then the pair 	i
L
 i
R

 is called
ruleautomorphism if 	i
L
 i
R

 is not the ruleidentity of r We denote by
r 
R
r the extension of the subrule relationship to isomorphism classes
of rules
Remarks 
	i
 The safety condition assures that L does not contain any element that
has the same type as an element in the image of i
L
and is not in the
image of i
L

	ii
 The relation r 
R
r is wellde
ned because if r 
r
r and r


r

then r 
r
r

because total and injective morphisms compose the
composition of pushouts is again a pushout if r


r

then the diagram
above is trivially a pushout and the condition on elements is transitive
	iii
 We will sometimes use the notion of a subrule when considering isomor
phisms although they are not rules
Rules can be combined with each other giving raise to more complex rules
There are many ways to combine rules for example parallel amalgamated
synchronized concurrent rules 	see  for an overview
 Now we will dene
a composition of two rules wrt a third rule usually called amalgamated
rule  This construction will be used to dene the composition of graph
grammars in Sect  The idea of the construction of an amalgamated rule
from rules r and r with respect to rule r is that the resulting rule r
r
r
shall be able to simulate the eect of r and r acting together on the shared
items described by r and in parallel on the other items Standardly an
amalgamated rule is constructed based on rules of the same grammar 	and
thus having the same type
 and the resulting rule has also the same type as
the component rules We will here compose rules that may belong to dierent
grammars 	and thus have possibly dierent type graphs
 Like the standard
construction of amalgamated rules the construction presented here can also
be seen as a union of rules and therefore we will call it also amalgamated
rule To make a distinction we will use a dierent notation we write rk
r
r
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instead of the standard notation r 
r
r
Denition  Amalgamated Rule Let r
T
 L
T
 R
T
 r
T

L
T
 R
T
and r
T
 L
T
 R
T
be rules Let f
t
L
 L
T
 L
T

f
t
R
 R
T
 R
T
 f
t
L
 L
T
 L
T
 f
t
R
 R
T
 R
T
be total and
injective typed graph morphisms st the squares  and  in the diagram
below commute Let T be the pushout object of t  T T and t  T
T in GraphP
L
T
R
T
L
T
R
T
L
T
R
T
L
T
R
T


f
t
L


r
f
t
L

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
r
T



f
t
R


r
f
R

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
r
T


r

H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
r
T





r

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I



r
T
k
r
T
r
T



Then the amalgamated rule of r and r wrt r and having T as type
is de
ned as the morphism r
T
k
T
r
T
r
T
 L
T
 R
T
in TGraphP	T
 where
L
T
is the pushout of f
t
L
and f
t
L
in TGraphP R
T
is the pushout of f
t
R
and
f
t
R
in TGraphP and r
T
k
T
r
T
r
T
is the universal morphism induced by the
pushout of the lefthand sides of the rules
Remarks  We will sometimes use an isomorphism as interface rule r
T

although an isomorphism is not a rule The construction of the amalgamated
rule also works for this case
Proposition  The amalgamated rule is wellde
ned
Proof Pushouts of total morphisms in TGraphP are constructed componen
twise in GraphP As the T was constructed as a pushout L
T
and R
T
are
welldened Moreover this implies that the type component of the amal
gamated rule is id
T
 Therefore r
T
k
T
r
T
r
T
is a morphism in TGraphP	T

Injectivity of r
T
k
T
r
T
r
T
follows from injectivity of f
t
R
 f
t
R
 r
T
 r
T

r
T
 from the denition of the amalgamated rule as a universal morphism and
from the fact that injectivity is inherited from pushout morphisms in Graph
The nonisomorphism property follows from this property of the component
rules and the componentwise denition of the amalgamated rule 
 Graph Grammars and Relationship between Them
A typed graph grammar 	see following denition
 consists of a type graph
that species the type of all graphs involved in this grammar and is therefore
called type of the grammar an initial graph that species the initial state of
the system a set of rule names that shall be used to identify the rules of
the grammar and a function associating with each rule name a corresponding
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rule The initial graph and all rules must be typed according to the type of
the grammar
Denition 
 Graph Grammar A 	typed
 graph grammar is a tuple
GG  	T I
T
 N n
 where

T is a type graph the type of the grammar

I
T
is a typed graph in TGraphP	T
 called initial graph

N is a set of rule names

n  N  Rules	T 
 is a total function the naming function assigning to
each rule name a rule wrt the type T 
We denote by n the extension of n to equivalence classes of rules ie
n	x
  n	x
 for each x  N 
A graph grammar GG is safe if its initial graph I
T
has no automorphisms
and each of its rules r has no ruleautomorphisms
Notation If we speak about a graph grammar GG we will usually assume
that its components are named T I
T
 N and n respectively
Example  The grammar PacMan shown in 
gure  is an example of
graph grammar having as components i type graph T  ii initial graph Ini
iii rule names fmovePmoveG eat killg iv association of names to rules
given in 
gure  Moreover this graph grammar is safe
Now we will dene a way to relate graph grammars that may have dierent
type graphs For this it is important to dene how a graph 	morphism
 wrt
one type can be converted to a graph 	morphism
 wrt another type based
on a type morphism Roughly speaking the conversion of a typed graph G
T
into a typed graph G
T
based on a type graph morphism f  T T yields
that G is the biggest subgraph of G whose elements are typed over elements
of the type graph T that are in the range of f 	in fact if f is not injective
G may not be a subgraph of G because some elements of G may be splited
in G

An important remark is that the retyping functor induced by a morphism
is contravariant wrt this morphism This means that the retyping is done
in fact in the opposite direction from the graph morphism that induced the
retyping The advantage of this kind of retyping is that it allows to split types
	this splitting allows for the denition of suitable limits in the category of
graph grammars

The denition of the retyping construction will be based on pullbacks in
the category GraphP Pullbacks are only unique up to isomorphism and to
dene a deterministic construction we need exactly one result Thus we will
use a choice of pullbacks  but without assuming associativity A choice of
pullbacks means that we take a concrete pullback for each pullback diagram
For the rest of the constructions it is not relevant which is the concrete choice
that was done to dene the retyping but that one was done Therefore we

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will not take care of dening concretely such a choice of pullbacks
Denition  Choice of Pullbacks A choice of pullbacks in a cate
gory Cat that has pullbacks is a 
xed pullback PB	G
g
 G
f
 G
  	G
f


G
g

 G
 for each diagram 	G
g
 G
f
 G
 in Cat
General Assumption Let PB be a choice of pullbacks in GraphP
The proof that the next construction is a functor can be found in 
Denition  Retyping Functor Let f  T  T be a morphism in
GraphP Then there is a functor T
f
 TGraphP	T
  TGraphP	T
 called
retyping functor induced by f  de
ned for each object 	G t
G
 T
 and mor
phism g
T
 G H in TGraphP	T
 as
	 Objects T
f
	G t
G
 T
  	G f
H
 t
G
 T
 where  below is a choice
of pullback in GraphP ie 	G
f 
G
 G
t
G
 dom	f

  PB	G
t
G
 T
f 

dom	f


G T
G
dom	f

T

t
G


f 
G
OO

f 
OO

t
G




f
H

	 Morphisms T
f
	g
T

  g
T
 where g  g  	g
H



is de
ned as
follows Let  be the pullback in GraphP of g
H
 dom	g
  G and
f 
G
 G  G where the pullback morphism g
H
 dom	g
  G is an
inclusion The morphism g  dom	g
 H is obtained as the universal
morphism induced by pullback 
dom	g

G H
T
dom	g

G H
dom	f

L
l
g
H
zzt
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

g

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
L
l
g
H
zzt
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

g

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

f 

OO
g


t
G

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

t
H
yyt
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

f 
G
OO

f 
H
OO
g


f 
OO

t
G

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

t
H
zzu
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u


	
Remarks 
	i
 The morphism g
H
may be chosen as an inclusion because by pullback
properties it shall be injective and total and thus an inclusion up to
isomorphism

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	ii
 The morphism g is de
ned in the following way As  is a pullback we
have g
H
f 

 f 
G
g
H
 This implies that t
G
g
H
f 

 t
G
f 
G
g
H

As g
T
is a morphism and  commutes we obtain that t
H
 g  f 


f t
G
g
H
 Therefore as  is a pullback there is a universal morphism
g  dom	g
  H st f 
H
 g  g  f 

and t
H
 g  t
G
 g
H

The latter assures that g
T
is a morphism in TGraphP	T
 it assures
the weak commutativity requirement
	iii
 It is easy to show that the square with tips in G G H and H com
mutes and is a pullback if g is total and that  is a pullback For a
proof see 
Using the construction of sets of 	isomorphism classes of
 rules over some
type we can dene a functor called Rules functor The idea is to associate
with each type graph its set of rules and with each type graph morphism
the corresponding translation of rules 	given by the retyping functor
 As
the retyping of graphs and morphisms is done in the opposite direction of the
direction of the type graph morphism the rules functor will be a contravariant
functor That is it transforms objects and morphisms from the dual 	or
opposite
 category of the category GraphP called GraphP
OP
 into objects and
morphisms of Set
P
 The category GraphP
OP
has the same objects as GraphP
and except for the direction the same morphisms of GraphP The proof of
the welldenedness of the next construction lies basically on the fact that the
retyping construction is a functor 	see 

Denition  Rules Functor IRules extends to a functorR  GraphP
OP
 Set
P
 de
ned for all objects T T and morphism f
OP
 T  T in
GraphP
OP
as follows
	 Objects R	T
  IRules	T

	 Morphisms R	f
  R
f
 IRules	T
  IRules	T
 is de
ned for all
r  IRules	T
 as
R
f
	r
 



T
f
	r
 if T
f
	r
 is not an isomorphism
undef

 otherwise
Dierent denitions of morphisms may describe dierent kinds of rela
tionships between objects The  right! denition of a morphism is therefore
dependent on which kinds of relationships one expect to describe The follow
ing are the main requirements that guided the denition of graph grammar
morphism that will be presented in this paper
	i
 The morphisms shall describe reasonable syntactical relationships be
tween the rules and initial graphs of grammars
	ii
 Morphisms shall be compatible with derivation sequences ie if two
grammars are connected by a morphism there should be a reasonable
way to translate derivations of the rst grammar into derivations of the

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second one
	iii
 Morphism shall be composable such that they are able to express tran
sitive relationships between grammars 	allowing the denition of a cate
gory

	iv
 Morphisms shall allow for the denition of a category in which some
syntactical constructions exist 	eg products and pullbacks
 and these
constructions shall have a reasonable interpretation in terms of operations
on graph grammars 	eg parallel composition

The denition of graph grammar morphism presented here was inspired
from the denition of morphisms between transition systems in  and be
tween Petri nets in  A graph grammar morphism f  GG GG consists
of two components a 	partial
 graph morphism f
T
 T T of types and a
	partial
 function f
N
 N N of rule names The mapping of types allows
to split types whereas the mapping of rule names allows to identify rules The
fact that types and rule names are mapped in opposite directions expresses a
kind of duality between types that represent static aspects of a system and
rules that represent dynamic aspects of a system Moreover f
T
and f
N
must
be compatible with each other and this compatibility assures a structural re
lationship between these two grammars Compatibility here means that the
rule associated to a translated rule name must be a subrule of the transla
tion of the corresponding rule induced by the type translation and that the
initial graph of GG is isomorphic to the translation of the initial graph of
GG induced by f
T
 Both f
N
and f
T
may be partial what implies that GG
may have more rules and types than GG and a bigger initial graph The
compatibility condition of the morphism assures additionally that the rules of
GG that are not mapped do not aect the behaviour of the target grammar
	ie it is possible to translate all sequential derivations of GG into sequen
tial derivations of GG
 GG may also have more rules and types that are
not in the image of f  but the retyping of its initial graph must be 	up to
isomorphism
 a subgraph of the initial graph of GG
Formally we will dene a graph grammar morphism as being a pair of
morphisms that go in the same direction but the mapping of types will be a
morphism in the dual category of GraphP and therefore usually denoted by
f
OP
T
 We will denote the corresponding morphism in GraphP by f
T

Denition  Graph Grammar Morphism Let GG  	T I
T
 N
n
 and GG  	T I
T
 N n
 be two graph grammars Then a graph
grammar morphism f  GG  GG is a pair f  	f
OP
T
 f
N

 where f
OP
T

T  T is morphism in GraphP
OP
and f
N
 N  N is a partial function
st the following conditions are satis
ed
	i
 Subcommutativity n  f
N

R
R
f
T
 n where n and n are the
extensions of n and n see Def  and 
R
is the subrule relation
Def 

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N
R	T

N
R	T


n

f
N

R
f
T


n


R
	ii
 I
T


T
f
T
	I
T


Remarks  The informal meaning of the conditions above
	i
 Whenever a rule name nr is mapped via f
N
then the rule r associated
to f
N
	nr
 ie n  f
N
	nr
  r must be a subrule of the translation
of the rule associated to nr n	nr
 This means that graph grammar
morphisms allow to map a rule to a subrule up to translation and iso
morphism The subcommutativity condition also assures that if a rule
name nr is not mapped then the corresponding rule pattern n	nr
 is
also not mapped Intuitively this means that rules that are not mapped
necessarily lead to a noop nooperation in the target grammar This re
quirement is necessary for the preservation of derivations via morphisms
see Sect 
	ii
 The initial graph of GG is isomorphic to the translation of the initial
graph of GG to GG This means that the initial graph of GG must be
in some sense included in the one of GG
Example  Consider the graph grammars PMGame depicted in Fig 
This graph grammar models a more optimized behaviour of the Pacman Each
eld of the board that has no apple on it is connected with a dashed edge to
the PacMan and the elds that have apples are connected with a dotted edge
The rules for moving the PacMan only allow the movement if it is in a eld
that has no apple on it
#1
#2
PMT
PMmoveP.1
PMmoveP.2
PMmoveG
PMeat
PMkill
#2
PMIni
Fig  Grammar PMGame

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A graph grammar morphism between the grammars PMGame and Game
	Fig 
 f  PMGame  Game can be dened by the following compo
nents f
T
is the inclusion of T into PMT and f
N
 fPMmoveP 

moveP PMmoveP 
 moveP PMmoveG 
 moveG PMeat 
 eat PMkill 

killg The compatibility conditions of a morphism require that
	i
 moveP is a subrule of the rule obtained from PMmoveP by forget
ting all items that are typed over items PMT that are not in T 	in this
example moveP is isomorphic to the retyping of PMmoveP
 This
forgetting is done by the retyping construction induced by f
T
 Anal
ogously this requirement must also be satised for the other rules that
are mapped via f
N

	ii
 Ini must be isomorphic to the graph obtained from PMIni by forgetting
all items that are typed over items of PMT that are not in T 
For a proof of the next proposition see 
Proposition  Graph grammars and graph grammar morphisms form a
category denoted by GG in which identities and composition are de
ned com
ponentwise
 Parallel Composition of Graph Grammars
The basic idea for the composition of graph grammars developed in 
is that the components shall not add rules that would modify the behaviour
of the interface because this could in"uence the behaviours of other compo
nents The interface called abstract view shall be seen as a global abstract
specication of the whole system Each component is a specialization of the
interface This specialization may be done in two ways i
 by adding new items
to rulestypesinitial graph to the ones in the abstract view ii
 by adding new
rules The condition for the rst way of specialization is that the new added
items belong only to types that are not in the abstract view Using this kind
of specialization the same rule may be specialized in many dierent ways
The condition for the second kind of specialization is that the items that are
createddeleted by the newly added rules are local in the sense that they
only use local types This idea is captured by the notion of specialization
morphisms
GG
GG GG
GG
s

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
s
ddI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
s
ddI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
s	

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Specialization morphisms s and s assure that GG and GG are in a
sense conservative extensions of GG ie the added parts of GG and GG
wrt GG do not change the behaviour of the abstract view The cooper

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ative parallel composition of GG and GG wrt GG is constructed as a
union of these three grammars the type and initial graph of the composition
are union of the corresponding type and initial graphs and the rules are the
rules obtained as the union of corresponding rules in GG GG and GG
	amalgamated rules
 the rules that are in GG and GG and not in GG
and the parallel rules obtained from the latter ones The amalgamated rules
put together the dierent specializations made in GG and GG of the same
rule of GG Therefore we say that GG and GG cooperate to build the
description of the whole system 	described by the resulting composed graph
grammar
 The parallel and other rules represent the synchronous and asyn
chronous compositions resp
Denition 
 Specialization Morphism Let f  	f
OP
T
 f
N

  GG
GG be graph grammar morphism Then f is called a specialization mor
phism and GG and GG are called specialized grammar and abstract gram
mar respectively i	
	i
 f
T
is total and injective
	ii
 f
N
is surjective
	iii
 nr  dom	f
N

  n  f
N
	nr



T
f
T
 n	nr
 and
	iv
 nr  dom	f
N

  T
f
T
 n	nr
 is the empty Ttyped graph morphism
ie 
id
T
 
T
 
T

Remarks  The intuitive meanings of the conditions are
	i
 The type graph of the specialized grammar includes the type of the abstract
grammar This means that there are no elements of the abstract grammar
that are forgotten in the specialization
	ii
 All rules of the abstract grammar are in the specialized grammar ie 
the specialized grammar does not forget rules But note that the same rule
of the abstract grammar may specialized by many rules of the specialized
grammar This allows us to model situations in which actions that seems
to be the same at a more abstract level are distinguishable if we look at a
more concrete level
	iii
 The rules of the specialized grammar only add elements belonging to local
types to the rules of the abstract grammar
	iv
 This requirement assures that rules that are local to a component do not
use elements of types belonging to the abstract grammar that is they may
only use local types
Example  The grammars PMGame 	gure 
 is a specialization of the
grammarGamr In grammar PMGame no new rule is added wrt rules that
were in the interface but the same rule of the interfacemoveP is specialized in
two dierent ways 	PMmoveP and PMmoveP
 One can check whether
this is a specialization or not by forgetting from the rules 	type initial graph

of PMGame items that have types that are not in the type of Game In

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this example we have that this forgetting from PMGame yields the grammar
Game 	notice that moveP is yielded by forgetting corresponding items from
PMmoveP as well as from PMmoveP

Another specialization of Game is the grammar GGame shown in Fig 
In the latter grammar the places where there are no ghosts are marked with
a looping dashed edge This allows a more intelligent move for the ghosts
They only move to places where there is no ghost yet Moreover the PacMan
is not allowed to move if there is no looping dashed edge in its current place
	that is if there is a ghost in the same place as the PacMan the PacMan can
not escape

#2
#1
#2
GmoveP
GmoveG
Geat
Gkill
GT GIni
Fig  Grammar GGame
If we have as an interface a safe graph grammarGG and two specialization
morphisms s  GG GG and s  GG GG we can build the parallel
composition of GG and GG wrt GG This composition consists of the
gluings of the types and initial graphs of GG and GG wrt GG and a
set of rules The construction of the rules of the composed system is also done
by gluing corresponding rules according to the way in which the rules of the
interface are specialized in the components Here we may have the following
situations
	i
 A rule is in the interface In this case this rule is specialized by one
or more rules in each component 	this is assured by the specialization
relation
 The result is that the resulting rule	s
 of the composed system
is	are
 a gluing	s
 of the two specializations This kind of composition
models a synchronization between the components If there are dierent
specializations for the same interface rule within one component both
these specializations are combined with the specialization of this rule
done in the other component
	ii
 A rule of one component is not in the interface In this case this rule
shall be added to the composed system If there are also rules in this
situation in the other component they will also be added to the composed

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system and also their parallel compositions 	amalgamation wrt the
empty interface rule
 will be added
Denition  Parallel Composition Let GGi  	T i Ii
T i
 Ni ni
 for
i     be graph grammars GG be safe and s  	s
OP
T
 s
N

  GG 
GG s  	s
OP
T
 s
N

  GG GG be specialization morphisms Then the
parallel composition GGjj
GG
GG  	T I
T
 N n
 of GG and GG
wrt GG using s and s is constructed as follows

T is the pushout object of 	T
s
T
 T
s
T
 T
 in GraphP
T I
T I
T I
T I
p

s

T

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D


s

T

p

i


B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B


i




s
T


p
s
T

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D 

i


p
i

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

t
I
oo

t
I
oo

t
I
oo

t
I
oo
 

	

I
T
is the pushout of 	I
T
i
s
T
 I
T
i
s
T
 I
T

 in TGraphP where i 
I  I and i  I  I are the pullback morphisms of pullbacks 
and  above By construction of pushouts in TGraphP t
I
 I  T is
obtained as the universal morphism induced by the pushout 

N is the pullback of 	N
s
N
 N
s
N
 N
 in Set
P

N
N N
N
s
N

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
s
N
bbE
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
s

N
bbE
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
s

N

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
PB

n  N Rules	T
 is de
ned for all nr  N as follows
n	nr
 

























T
s

T


	r
T

 if s

N
	nr
  nr and s

N
	nr
  undef
T
s

T


	r
T

 if s

N
	nr
  nr and s

N
	x
  undef
r
T
k
T
e
TO
r
T
 if s

N
	nr
  nr s

N
	nr
  nr
nr  dom	s
N

 and nr  dom	s
N


r
T
k
T
r
T
r
T
 if s

N
	nr
  nr s

N
	nr
  nr
s
N
	nr
  s
N
	nr
  nr
where ri
T i
 ni	nri
 for i     	s

T



and 	s

T



are the inverses
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of the pushout morphisms s

T
and s

T
 e is the empty graph morphism
r
T
k
T
e
TO
r
T
is the amalgamated rule using morphisms 	
si
T
 
si
T

  e
T

ri
T i
 for i    and r
T
jj
T
r
T
r
T
is the amalgamated rule using mor
phisms 	ki
si
T
L
 ki
si
T
R

  r
T
 ri
T i
 for i    with 	ki
si
T
L
 ki
si
T
R

 being the
composition of the retyping morphisms of ri with the unique subrule relation
from r to T
si
T


	ri

T L R T
T i Li Ri T i

t
L
oo
r


t
R



si
T



ki
L



ki
R



t
Li
oo
r


t
ri


si
T


 
Remarks 
	i
 Diagrams  and  are pullbacks because s and s are graph grammar
morphisms in which the type components s
T
and s
T
are total Thus
morphisms i and i are also total and injective
	ii
 Analogously diagrams  and  are also pullbacks
	iii
 Due to GG being safe and condition  of specialization morphisms
there is a unique subrule relation from r to T
si
T


	ri

Example  The grammar CGame shown in Figure  is the parallel com
position of grammars PMGame and GGame wrt Game using the corre
sponding specialization morphisms as described in the previous example
#2
Ckill
CMeat
CmoveP.2
CmoveP.1
CmoveG
#1
#2
CT CIni
Fig  Grammar CGame
 Semantics of Graph Grammars
The operational behaviour of a system described by a graph grammar is de
scribed by applying the rules of the grammar to actual graphs The application
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of a rule to an actual graph called derivation step is possible is there is an
occurrence of the lefthand side of this rule into the actual graph This occur
rence called match is a total graph morphism because one intuitively expects
that all elements of the lefthand side must be present at the actual graph to
apply the rule The result of the application of a rule r  L  T to a graph
IN is obtained by the following steps
	i
 Add to IN everything that is created by the rule 	items that are in the
righthand side R of the rule but not in the lefthand side L

	ii
 Delete from the result of  everything that shall be deleted by the rule
	items that are in the lefthand side L of the rule but not in the rightone
R

	iii
 Delete dangling edges This step is necessary because it can be that
some vertices deleted in step  had incoming andor outcoming edges
and these must be deleted such that the result becomes a graph This
implicit deletion of edges is sometimes a feature and sometimes a problem
Intuitively one may compare this phenomena of disallocating a variable
to which there are pointers to
Based on applications of rules we can dene dierent semantic models
for graph grammars Here we will consider three of them the sequential
semantics the concurrent semantics and the unfolding semantics
 Sequential Semantics
Formally in the SPO approach the construction of the result of a rule appli
cation called a derivation step is given by a pushout of the rule r and the
match m in the category of graphs typed over a xed graph T 
A description of a nooperation step is done by the empty steps There
we use an emptyrule 	that is an isomorphism
 as a rule The result is that
nothing is deleted and nothing is created ie we have the same output graph
as the input Empty steps will be useful for dening translations of derivation
sequences from one grammar to another 	based on graph grammar morphisms
# see Sect 

The following denition is the standard one for derivations in the single
pushout approach except for the fact that the derivation step is not only a
pushout but a pushout together with the name of the rule that was used 	a
corresponding denition for the DPO approach can be found in 

Denition  Match	 Derivation Step Given a rule r  L R wrt
a type graph T  a match m  L IN of r in a graph IN is a total morphism
in TGraphP	T
 A derivation step s of a graph IN
s
with rule r
s
with name
nr
s
at match m
s
is a tuple s  	nr
s
 S
 where S is a pushout diagram of m
s
and r
s
in TGraphP	T


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L
s
R
s
IN
s
OUT
s
r
s


m
s

m

s

r

s

S
A derivation step is denoted by IN
s
nr
s
 m
s
iOUT
s
 IN
s
 OUT
s
 r

s
and
m

s
are called input graph output graph corule and comatch resp
For a graph grammar GG the class of all derivation steps using rules in
GG is denoted by Steps
GG
 Let i  L R be an isomorphism and m  L IN
be a total morphism in TGraphP	T
 The the pushout of i and m is called an
empty step of GG and denoted by IN
im
 OUT  The class of all steps
including the empty steps denoted by StepsI
GG
 is de
ned by StepsI
GG

Steps
GG
 fs js is an empty stepg
Example  In Figure  Ini is transformed into Out using rule moveP
applied at match m 	indicated by the indices

7 8 9
2
4
5
6
7 8 9
2
4
5
6
R1
7 8
#2#2
31 1 3
L1
87
moveP
Ini Out
Fig  Derivation Step
A derivation step describes a unit of a computation of a graph grammar
Whole 	sequential
 computations may be described by sequences of derivation
steps in which the output graph of one step is the input graph of the subse
quent step These sequences are called derivation sequences The sequential
semantics of a graph grammars is dened as the class of all derivation se
quences of this grammar
Notation Let A be a set 	or class
 Then the set 	or class
 of all sequences
over A is denoted by A

 The restriction of A

to nite sequences is denoted
by A
	
 The empty sequence is denoted by  Let   A

 then jj  N  fg
denoted the length of  The i
th
element of a sequence  is denoted by 
i

Concatenation of sequences  and  is denoted by  	 

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Denition  Sequential Derivation	 Sequential Semantics Given a
graph grammar GG  	T I N n
 The class of sequential derivations wrt
GG is de
ned by
SDer
GG
 f  Steps

GG
j    or IN

 IN


 I and
OUT

i
 IN

i
for all   i 	 jjg
If a sequential derivation   SDer
GG
is 
nite we de
ne its output graph
as OUT

 OUT

jj
 The class of sequential derivations including empty
steps wrt GG is de
ned by
SDerI
GG
 f  StepsI

GG
j    or IN

 IN


 I and
OUT

i
 IN

i
for all   i 	 jjg
The sequential semantics of GG is the class of sequential derivations of
GG ie SDer
GG

Example  The following actions are possible in the PacMan grammar
Game
 The PacMan on eld 	

moves to eld 	


 The Ghost on eld 	

moves to eld 	


 The PacMan on eld 	

moves to eld 	


 The PacMan is killed on eld 	


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IS=IN1 OUT1=IN2 OUT2=IN3
#2 #2#2
31 11 3 3
moveP moveG
(s11) (s21)
Fig 	 Sequential Derivation 

Obviously actions  and  may occur in parallel because they involve dif
ferent gures Actions  and  are in con"ict because the PacMan may go
either to eld 	

or to eld 	

 Action  depends on action  	the PacMan
can only be killed on eld 	

if it has moved to this eld
 One derivation
sequence of the PacMan system namely derivation  is shown in Figure
 The matches used for the applications of the rules are indicated by cor
responding indices In this derivation sequence actions  and  occur in this

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order 	observed as sequential derivation steps s and s
 Let derivation
step s correspond to action  and derivation sequences  and  be de
ned as follows Derivation  corresponds to the following order of actions
  	given by derivation steps s and s
 and derivation  corresponds
to   	derivation steps s and s
 By considering the sequential semantics
of graph grammars described in Sect  we would have 	within others
 the
following derivation sequences 	 denotes sequential composition

  	s

  	s

  	s

  	s s

  	s s

  	s s

For concurrent systems the sequential semantics has at least three draw
backs
	i
 Concurrency in a sequential semantics is usually expressed by the fact
that the same derivation steps may be observed in two dierent or
ders
	
If we consider just the total order of derivation steps given by
one sequential derivation then it is impossible to say which steps can be
observed in dierent orders If we look  inside! the sequential derivation
then we may nd out which steps are independent from each other but
this task is not at all easy because the concepts of parallel and sequential
independence of steps  are dened only for subsequent derivation steps
and the generalization of these concepts for sequences is not straightfor
ward There are some approaches that go in the direction of dening
classes of sequential derivations that are equivalent like the canonical
derivations  and shiftequivalences  but neither of them gives
the answer to the question whether two arbitrary steps of a sequential
derivation are independent or not 	the comparison is made on the level
of sequences and not on the level of derivation steps
 Therefore one can
say that concurrency is described implicitly in the sequential semantics
	ii
 To nd out whether two derivation steps are mutually exclusive one has
to search for a bigger sequential derivation containing these two steps
If such a derivation can be found the steps are not mutually exclusive
Otherwise they are mutually exclusive Thus nondeterminism is also
described implicitly
	iii
 In the algebraic approach to graph grammars the result of a derivation

To nd out which derivation steps are the same one may use concepts like parallel or
sequential independence of derivations see 	
 for an overview

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step is unique only up to isomorphism This means that if some rule cre
ating a vertex is applicable to a graph IN  there will be innitely many
sequential derivations in the sequential semantics that represent this ap
plication namely one for each possible 	isomorphic
 resulting graph In
the sequential semantics presented here all these isomorphic results are
present that is representation nondeterminism occurs
Two of these drawbacks 	 and 
 were solved by the introduction of the
concurrent semantics of 	SPO
 graph grammars  A semantic model
solving these three problems was presented in  and is called unfolding
semantics
 Concurrent semantics
The main aim of developing a concurrent semantics for graph grammars was
to represent concurrency explicitly This is achieved by substituting sequen
tial by concurrent derivations as the basis for the semantics Moreover this
allows one to dene morphisms between derivations leading to a category of
concurrent derivations This category has a special property that allows the
denition of a quotient category based on isomorphism classes of concurrent
derivations This quotient category identies computations that shall be the
same 	that are just dierent because dierent choices of results were done for
each derivation step
 Using this category as semantics we avoid representa
tion nondeterminism
A concurrent derivation denes a class of sequential derivations that are in
some sense equivalent with respect to concurrency Here we will only introduce
this concepts informally For more details see 
The construction of a concurrent derivation 
 wrt one sequential deriva
tion  will be done in three steps
	i
 For each derivation step s of  the input and output graphs are glued
accordingly giving raise to graphs IO
s
and total morphisms embedding
IN
s
 OUT
s
 L
s
and R
s
in IO
s

	ii
 Glue all IO graphs giving raise to the core graph C and embeddings of
all IN
s
 OUT
s
 L
s
and R
s
in C The embedding of L
s
and R
s
in C are
called pre and postconditions of r
s
 respectively A rule together with
its pre and postconditions is called an action By construction the core
graph contains all occurrences of the left and righthand sides of used
rules
	iii
 Build the concurrent derivation 
 consisting of the core graph the em
bedding of the initial graph of  in the core graph a set of action names
and a function mapping action names to actions As the output graph
can be derived from the other components it will not be an explicit part
of the concurrent derivation
Remind that a derivation step of a grammarGG consists of a rule name and

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of a pushout in TGraphP	T
 where T is the type of the grammar Therefore
the graphs contained in a concurrent derivation will also be typed over T 
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Fig  Concurrent derivation 

Example 
 The sequential derivation  	Figure 
 gives raise to the con
current derivation 
 written  
 In this concurrent derivation we can
not say which of the actions a or a shall occur rst 	in a corresponding
sequential derivation
 This is because the pre and postconditions of these
actions do not overlap in the core graph C ie the images of the pre and
postconditions of these rules are disjoint Moreover 
 is also the concurrent
derivation of the sequential derivation  ie  
 This stresses the fact
that  and  represent in fact the same computation if we abstract from
the sequential order Let 
 be the concurrent derivation generated from 
	  

 In the concurrent derivation 
 the precondition of action a
overlaps with the postcondition of action a on the edge that connects the
PacMan to the vertex  of the core graph and this item was created by the
action a This implies that action a is causally dependent on action a
written a  a and thus there is only one possible sequential order in which
these action can be observed a a Thus the following concurrent deriva
tions are included in the concurrent semantics of Game 	 denotes that two
actions are causally unrelated and  denotes causal dependency


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  	a


  	a


  	a


  	a a


  	a  a

 Unfolding Semantics
As concurrent derivations are obtained by gluing the intermediate graphs
from sequential derivations they can not describe nondeterministic 	con"ict

situations explicitly such situations are described by the nonexistence of a
derivation including the two con"icting ones The interplay between non
determinism and concurrency gives a very rich description of the behaviour
of a system A wellaccepted way to describe this interplay is by modeling
a system using a causal and a con"ict relationships 	as it is done in event
structures 
 The unfolding semantics of a graph grammar  is able to
express these relationships in a natural way Moreover these relationships are
dened not only between actions but also between items from the state graphs
	this gives us a good basis for analysis of a grammar

The unfolding is constructed inductively starting with the initial graph
of the grammar and in each step all possible applicable rules are applied to
the results of the last step As each item of the core graph can be created
by at most rule the unfolding becomes an acyclic grammar 	each rule of the
unfolding # that represents an application of a rule of the original grammar #
can be applied at most once
 In fact the unfolding constructed inductively
is actually the union 	colimit
 of all concurrent derivations of a grammar
Example  The part of the unfolding of the graph grammar of the PacMan
system corresponding to the actions described in the example consists of 
actions 	that are exactly the actions involved in the concurrent derivations

From the unfolding we can derive 	among others
 the following relationships
between actions

Causal Dependency a  a 	a creates an item that is needed by a


Conict a

 a a

 a 	a and a delete the same item as a is
in con"ict with a and a depends on a a in also in con"ict with a

In  it was shown that there is a category called OccGG that contains all
acyclic grammars that can be considered as computations of other grammars
This category includes the unfoldings of all grammars Moreover there is a
functor Unf that assigns to each grammar its unfolding 	and the same for
graph grammar morphisms


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Unf  GG OccGG
 Compatibility between Syntax and Semantics
 Morphisms Preserve Semantics
Now we will prove that graph grammar morphisms are compatible with the
sequential and concurrent semantics of graph grammars ie if there is a
morphism f  GG  GG we can translate the 	concurrent and sequen
tial
 derivations of GG into corresponding ones of GG This is stated in
Theo  The basic idea of this translation will be illustrated in the following
example
Example  Translation of Derivation Sequences Consider the graph gram
mar GG  	T I fr r rg n
 and GG  	T I fr

 r

g n
 where
T  	f	Fg   
 T  	fg   
 and the initial graphs and
rules are depicted in Figure  Let f  GG  GG be a graph grammar
morphism having the following components f
T
 	f 
 	 
 g 
 and
f
N
 fr 
 r

 r 
 undef r 
 r

g 	ie rule r is not mapped by the
morphism
 The sequential derivation  of GG depicted in Figure  can be
translated to the sequential derivation  of GG This is done in  steps
	i
 Translate each derivation step of  according to the morphism f  This
step gives raise to a sequence l that is not a sequential derivation of GG
because the empty rule r

is not a rule of GG
	ii
 Delete the empty steps from l This step is called normalization 	in the
sense that a sequential derivation is a normal form of a sequence including
empty steps
 and gives raise to the sequential derivation  It may also
be necessary to substitute the initial graph of l by the initial graph of
GG 	they must be isomorphic due to condition  of graph grammar
morphisms

Note that if rule r would create something of a type that is in the range of
f
T
 say a  such that the rule r would become dependent on this rule 	by
changing the current match to this new 
 then the retyping T
f
T
	r
 of r
would yield a rule L R where L is the empty graph and R has a  vertex
In this case T
f
T
	r
 would not be an isomorphism and its corresponding
isomorphism class would belong to R
f
T
	T
 Therefore f would not be a
graph grammar morphism 	condition  is violated n  f
N
	r
  undef 
T
f
T
	r

 An analogous situation would occur if r would delete some item
of type 	 or  created by the rule r
The next lemma will be used to prove that graph grammar morphisms pre
serve sequential semantics The basic idea is that rules that are not mapped
by the morphism must lead to a nooperation in the second grammar Iso
morphisms denote nooperations because the application of a rule that is

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r1’ r3’r2’
(s1’) (s2’) (s3’)
r1’
l:
σ1:
1
 
r1 r2 r3
(s1) (s2) (s3)
σ2:
I1
I2’
I2
(s1") (s3")
r3’
Fig  Translation of Derivation Sequences
an isomorphism would leave the input graph unchanged
Lemma  Let f  GG GG be a graph grammar morphism and x  N
be a rule name in GG st f
N
	x
 is unde
ned ie x  dom	f
N

 Then
T
f
T
	n	x

 is an isomorphism
Proof Let n	x
  r and r  n	x
 	this is dened because n and n
are total
 By denition of a graph grammar morphism 	Def 
 we have
that n  f
N

R
R
f
T
 n As n is total and f
N
	x
 is undened R
f
T
	r

must be undened too By denition of the functor R 	Def 
 this can
only be the case if T
f
T
	r
 is an isomorphism 
Before we can prove Theo  we have to dene how sequential deriva
tions of one grammar can be translated into sequential derivation of a second
grammar using a graph grammar morphism This translation will be based
on the translation of derivation steps
Denition  Let f  	f
T
OP  f
N

  GG  GG be a graph grammar
morphism Then a total function f
s
 Steps
GG
 StepsI
GG
is called trans
lation of derivation steps i for all s  	nr
s
 S
  Steps
GG
 where S 
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	INnr
s
 m
s
iOUT

 we have a subrule relation 	i
L
 i
R

  n	nr
s

 
n  f
N
	nr
s

 and
f
s
	s
 

























	f
N
	x
s

 S
 if x  dom	f
N

 where
S  	T
f
T
	IN
f
N
	x
s

  m
s
iT
f
T
	OUT

 with
m
s
 L
s
 T
f
T
	IN
  i
L
 T
f
T
	m
s


S if x  dom	f
N

 where
S  	T
f
T
	IN

r
s
m
s
 T
f
T
	OUT

 with
r
s
 T
f
T
	r
s

 m
s
 T
f
T
	m
s


Proof Here we will prove that Def  is welldened Therefore we have to
show that f
s
	s
  StepsI
GG

	i
 x
s
 dom	f
N

 In this case there is x
s
 f
N
	x
s

 Let n	x
s

  r
s

By denition of graph grammar morphisms 	Def 
 we have that
n	x
s

  r
s

r
T
f
T
	r
s

 Thus there are total and injective morphisms
i
L
and i
R
st 	
 below is a pushout As m
s
is a match it is total
and thus T
f
T
	m
s

 is also total 	the retyping functor preserves total mor
phisms
 Thus m
s
 i
L
 T
f
T
	m
s

 is a match for r
s
 Diagram 	

	T
f
T
	S

 is a pushout because S is a pushout of an injective and a
total morphisms and the functor T
f
T
preserves these pushouts Thus
S  	
  	
  	T
f
T
	IN
x
s
 m
s
iT
f
T
	OUT

 is also a pushout
As r
s
is a rule of GG and m
s
is a match for r
s
 the derivation step
	x
s
 S
 is in Steps
GG
 StepsI
GG

T
f
T
	L
s

 T
f
T
	R
s


L
s
R
s
T
f
T
	IN
 T
f
T
	OUT


T
f
T
m
s


R

i
L
eeJ
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
T
f
T
r
s


S

i
R
ffL
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
r
s


m
s
yyt
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t


m

s
xxr
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r



	ii
 x
s
 dom	f
N

 By Lemma  if x
s
 dom	f
N

 then T
f
T
	n	x
s


 
T
f
T
	r
s

 is an isomorphism Like for the rst case we have that T
f
T
	m
s


is total because m
s
is total As pushout of an injective and a total mor
phism are preserved by T
f
T
 we conclude that f
s
	s
  S is a pushout
in TGraphP	T
 and as pushouts of an isomorphism and a total match
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are empty steps 	see Def 
 f
s
	s
  StepsI
GG

T
f
T
	L
s

 T
f
T
	R
s


L
s
R
s
T
f
T
	IN
 T
f
T
	OUT


T
f
T
m
s


i
L
id
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
T
f
T
r
s


i
R
id
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
r
s


m
s
yy
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t


m

s
xxr
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r



The next construction will be used to transform derivation sequences from
one grammar into derivation sequences of another grammar This transfor
mation will be done in two steps
	i
 Translation Translate the derivation sequences of one grammar into se
quences of steps of the second grammar according to a given graph gram
mar morphism As morphisms are allowed to be partial this translation
may lead to sequences including empty steps
	ii
 Normalization Remove the empty steps from the derivation obtained in
the rst step This step will give raise to a sequential derivation of the
second grammar
Denition  Normalization Let GG be a graph grammar and l  StepsI

GG
st l   or OUT
i
 IN
i
 for all i  jlj Then the normalization of l
denoted by norm	l
 is de
ned as follows
norm	l
 



















 if 	l  
 or 	l  s and r
s
is an isomorphism

s 	 norm	l
 if l  s 	 l and r
s
is not an isomorphism
norm	l


 if l  s 	 l and r
s
is an isomorphism where
l





 if l  
s

	 l if l  s 	 l
L
s
R
s
L
s
R
s
IN
s
OUT
s
 IN
s
OUT
s
r
s


r

s


r

s


pp

m
s
 		
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
r
s

r
s

r

s

	
m
s
wwp
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

m
s

r

s



m
s
uu
m

s
m

s


r

s

r

s

r

s



Remark 
 The  cases of the denition of the normalization can be ex
plained as follows
norm	l
   This is the case if l is the empty list or a list with only one
empty step

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norm	l
  s 	 norm	l
 In this case the rst step of the list l is not an
empty step Then the normalization of this list leaves this step as it is and
concatenate it with the normalization of the rest of the list
norm	l
  norm	l


 Here the head of the list 	s
 was an empty step
Therefore this step shall not be part of the result But as we want to get
as a result a list in which the output graph of one step coincides with the
input graph of the following step we have to make the input graph of the
next step of the list become the input graph of the empty step that will
be deleted 	this step is possibly the output of some other step
 As s is
an empty step its rule r
s
is an isomorphism and therefore r

s
is also an
isomorphism and can be inverted Thus the match of the new step s

is
dened as m
s

 	r

s



m
s
 and the corule is dened as r

s

 r

s
 r

s

As 	r

s



is an isomorphism the resulting diagram S

is also a pushout
The next proposition shows that the normalization of l is a sequence of
derivation steps of the grammar GG that doesn!t include empty steps More
over the output of each step in this sequence is equal to the input of the
subsequent step The proof of this proposition can be found in 
Proposition  Let GG be a graph grammar and l  StepsI

GG
st l   or
OUT
i
 IN
i
 for all i  jlj Then norm	l
  Steps

GG
and norm	l
  
or OUT
i
 IN
i
 for all i  jnorm	l
j Moreover if l  SDerI
GG
then
norm	l
  SDer
GG

Denition  NormalizedTranslation of Derivation Sequences Let
f  GG GG be a graph grammar morphism f
s
be a corresponding trans
lation of derivation steps and   SDer
GG
 Then the normalized translation
of  induced by f
s
 denoted by ntran
f
s
	
 is de
ned as follows
	i
 Translation
tran
f
s
	
 









 if    or
f
s
	s
 if   s
f
s
	s
 	 tran
f
s
	
 if   s 	 
	ii
 Normalization ntran
f
s
	
  norm	tran
f
s
	


The next proposition describes the fact that if there is a morphism f 
GG GG then there is a corresponding translation of derivation sequences
f
D
 SDer	GG
 SDer	GG

Proposition  Let f  GG  GG be a graph grammar morphism and
f
s
be a translation of derivation steps Then there is a total function f
S

SDer	GG
  SDer	GG
  called a translation of derivation sequences
st for all   SDer
GG
 f
S
	



ntran
f
s
	

Proof The translation of derivation steps f
s
exists due to Def  Let
ntran
f
s
	
  

 The initial graph of GG must be isomorphic to the ini

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tial graph of the derivation 

because f is a graph grammar morphism 	and
thus there is an iso i
f
# see diagram below
 and the translation of deriva
tion steps also guarantees this 	there is an iso i
I

 Thus we can change the
initial graph of 

and maintain the rest as in 

 obtaining a derivation se
quence  in GG The initial graph of  is the initial graph of GG by
construction and all rules used in  are rules of GG 	assured by the nor
malization construction
 For all subsequent steps i and i   of  we have
that OUT
i
 IN
i
because  is a sequential derivation and thus fullls this
requirement the translation preserves this property because T
f
T
is a functor
and the normalization construction preserve this property due to Prop 
T
f
T
	IN
GG


L
s
R
s
IN
GG
IN


OUT
s


i
I
ffN
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

i
f
OO
r
s


m
s


i
I



i
f




Theorem  Let f  GG  GG be a graph grammar morphism Then f
is compatible with the sequential semantics of graph grammars All sequential
derivations of GG can be translated according to a translation of derivation
sequences f
S
to sequential derivations of GG
Proof According to Prop  a morphism between graph grammars induces
a corresponding translation of sequential derivations 
In fact graph grammar morphisms are also compatible with the concurrent
semantics of graph grammars Concurrent derivations are obtained from se
quential derivations by gluing items 	the intermediate graphs
 Therefore the
translation of sequential derivations could be used to dene a corresponding
translation of concurrent derivations In  it was proven that the unfolding
of a graphg grammar contains exactly all concurrent derivations of this gram
mar and that morphisms are also compatible with the unfolding semantics
of graph grammars This compatibility is expressed by a functor that when
applied to a graph grammar morphism gives the translation of the unfolding
of one grammar into the unfolding of the other grammar This translation
can then also be used to translate concurrent derivations from one grammar
to the other
 Parallel Composition Preserves Semantics
One very important property of a composition operator in any formalism is
that it shall be compositional wrt semantics that is the semantics of the
	syntactical
 composition of the parts of a system shall be the same as the 	se
mantical
 composition of the semantics of the parts to be composed For the
parallel composition of graph grammars presented in Sect  this was shown
to be true in  if we consider the unfoliding semantics The parallel compo

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sition of graph grammars GG and GG wrt a grammar GG using mor
phisms s and s is actually a pullback in the category of graph grammars 	see

 This means that square 	
 below 	that represents the parallel composi
tion
 commutes As Unf is a functor square 	
 commutes as well that is the
semantics of the composed grammar is related via morphisms to the seman
tics of the component grammars But to be sure that the composed grammar
does not present any behaviour that was not specied in any of the component
grammars one should make sure that Unf	GG
 is obtained by composing the
semantics of the components in a minimal way In our categorical frame
work this minimality means that square 	
 should be a pullback square
Indeed in  it was shown that the unfolding functor is a rightadjoint 	to a
folding functor
 and thus preserves pullbacks Therefore we can be sure that
the parallel composition operator is compatible with the unfolding semantics
of graph grammars that is Unf	GG
  Unf	GG
jj
UnfGG
Unf	GG
 As
all concurrent derivations 	and only them
 of one grammar are included in the
unfolding semantics of a grammar the parallel composition is also compatible
with this kind of semantics and the same holds for the sequential semantics
because in  it was shown that the concurrent derivations of a grammar
represent exatly all sequential derivations of this grammar
GG
GG GG
GG
s

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
s
ddI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
s
ddI
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
s	

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Unf	GG

Unf	GG
 Unf	GG

Unf	GG

Unfs

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
Unfs
ggP
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
Unfs
ggP
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
Unfs	

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

 Conclusion
In this paper we reviewed the concepts of typed graph grammars in the Sigle
PushOut context and dened a suitable structural relationship between graph
grammar This relationship given by a morphism gave raise to a category
of graph grammars where special pullbacks exist and these pullbacks can be
interpreted as a concept of parallel composition of graph grammars
Then we discussed three dierent semantic models for graph grammars
sequential concurrent and unfolding semantics In Sect  we have presented
compatibility results between syntactical and semantical relationships and
constructions on graph grammars The main results are that relationships
given by morphisms preserve the sequential concurrent and unfolding se
mantics of graph grammars and that the parallel composition operator is
compatible with these three kinds of semantics It is important to notice that
these results hold for grammars with an initial state 	initial graph


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